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THINK BIG SEASON ONE - EPISODIC SYSNOPSES  

Episode B-101: Comfort Counts 
Our host introduces us to Trenton; he has three inventions: a back warmer, hard hat 
attachments and a pooper scooper.  He’s putting all three to the test: using a campfire, 
water and … bananas?  We also meet Emma and Melanie and their fashionable invention.  
While our host attempts to make a practical, wearable invention of his own.   

Episode B-102: Big Apple Pitch  
Our host introduces us to Russell; he’s a small town boy about to make the pitch of a 
lifetime to one of the world’s most famous toy stores.  Will they like his 2 water toys, or will 
his pitch go down the drain?  We also meet Nicholas, a pro at the pitch as he demonstrates 
with one of his numerous inventions.  While our host gives us do-it-at-home tips on basic 
brainstorming supplies as he tries to design his own water toy. 

Episode B-103: Thumbs Up  
Our host introduces us to Marissa; no need to carry a bike lock all the time or leave a 
stroller unlocked outside, she’s invented an all-in-one rack and lock system powered by the 
sun.  She hits the mall to see what other kids think.  We also meet Calder and his solar 
powered toy car.  While we follow our host as he attempts to invent cool gadgets for his own 
ride.  

Episode B-104: School Works  
Our host introduces us to Sean; he’s invented a sound meter that’s in use in his school’s 
music classes.  With some modifications, could he branch out beyond his classmates?  We 
also meet a school entrepreneurs’ club; making beauty products and donating the profits 
turns learning business into fun.  While we follow our host as he as invents his own musical 
instrument. 

Episode B-105: Getting It Right  
Our host introduces us to Joel; he’s invented talking buttons for your shoes to tell you right 
from left.  He’s already selling his product to parents via the internet, but can he branch out 
farther?  We also meet Samantha, a seasoned pro at internet sales – in fact business is so 
good her Dad works for her.  While our host gives us do-it-at-home tips on making your own 
wearable inventions. 

Episode B-106: It’s In The Air  
Our host introduces us to Derek; he’s invented a solar powered air freshener.  He’s about to 
put his freshener to the ultimate stink test; is it any match for the barnyard?  We also meet 
Kelsey and the bird deterrent system she’s devised for her family’s blueberry farm.  While 
our host gives us tips on brainstorming, as he makes his own toy rocket. 
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Episode B-107: All In The Family 
Our host introduces us to Jerrilee; she’s invented a fun learning game that involves speed 
and spelling.  She’s already selling it in a few stores, could a publicity event help to promote 
her product and help take it farther?  We also meet Justin and Jerod, twins who have a 
solution for the wedgie. While our host gives us do-it-at-home tips on inventing our own 
game. 

Episode B-108: Independent Thinking 
Our host introduces us to Nirusan; he’s invented an indoor navigation device to help the 
visually impaired find their way around a building.  He’s about to test it; will it replace or 
compliment the seeing-eye-dog?  We also meet Victoria, she has many inventions to make 
life easier and safer.  While our host tries his hand at his most ambitious invention to date: 
the automatic room organizer. 

Episode B-109: Growing Up  
Our host introduces us to Brandon; he’s invented a set of golf clubs that grow with you.  
Could a little input from the pros help him pitch his idea and score a hole in one?  We also 
meet Jake and his various spring loaded inventions. While our host gives us do-it-at-home 
tips on inventing your own sport.

Episode B-110: Thirsty Work  
Our host introduces us to Lance; he’s invented a hydration system that’s part of your hockey 
gear, so your water is always with you.  Will it beat even the fastest skaters when it comes 
to taking a water break?  We also meet Marcus and his hockey equipment dryer.  While our 
host modifies sports equipment in an attempt to better his performance.

Episode B-111: Future Power 
Our host introduces us to Llew; he’s invented a type of fuel cell that can turn cow manure 
into electric voltage and methane gas.  Could manure be the new alternative to fossil fuels?  
After a trip to the dairy farm to collect some manure, he’ll test his invention – can poop 
really produce power?  We also meet Hamza, Mathew, Calvin and Hamza and their food-
friendly utensil.  While our host works on an alternative energy invention of his own. 

Episode B-112: Getting Around  
Our host introduces us to Ben; he’s invented an electric motorbike half the size of a common 
street bike, which moves at city speeds – environmental and practical.   But with the 
amount of work involved, can he get it road ready?  We also meet Kirsten and her fun flying 
disk.  While our host gives us do-it-at-home tips to make a flying vehicle of our own: the 
ultimate paper airplane. 

Episode B-113: Bells and Whistles 
Our host introduces us to Daniel; he’s invented a new sound for a smoke alarm.  Could it be 
better than a regular alarm?  He’ll show his invention at the local fire station and test it with 
a tough crowd - at a sleepover party.  Will he prove his invention works or will the test be a 
snore?  We also meet Scott, and his all-in-one card.  While our host gives us do-it-at-home 
tips on how to make our very own piggybank. 
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Episode B-114:  Melissa vs. Matthew 
Melissa from Sarnia, Ontario presents her invention a “CPR Training Simulator”
designed to help kids learn the proper CPR technique.  Matthew from Barrie, Ontario 
presents “The Algaenator”, a device he’s invented that uses plant algae to clean car 
exhaust. Melissa leads Team DaVinci against Matthew and his Team Newton in the Invent-
Off Challenge to see who can design the best Safety Bike! But before the big challenge, both 
teams compete in a mini challenge for a reward.  In the Wind n’ Wheels mini-challenge, the 
teams build and race breath powered sports cars.  Which team will cross the finish line first? 
And which Inventor will lead their team to victory in the Safety Bike Invent-off challenge 
and win the Genius Cup?  

Episode B-115:  Jordan vs. Devon 
Jordan from Barrie, Ontario presents his invention “Greener Concrete”, a light, energy 
efficient concrete that he hopes will revolutionize the construction industry. Devon from 
Winnipeg, Manitoba presents his “Modular Robot”.  His invention can travel the toughest 
terrain -- going places humans and cars cannot. Jordan leads Team Edison against Devon 
and Team Einstein to see who can build the most Radical Recycler.  But before the big 
Invent- Off challenge, both teams must compete in a mini-challenge for a reward.  In the 
Water Balloon Launcher mini challenge, the teams build launchers and launch water 
balloons at targets.  Which team will accumulate the most points? And which Inventor will 
come out on top in the Radical Recycler Invent-off and lead his team to win the Genius Cup? 

Episode B-116: Tyler vs. Brian 
Brian from Hanna, Alberta presents the “Safe-D-Pet Monitor” a device that monitors pets 
in parked vehicles. Tyler, from Sudbury, Ontario presents the “E-Z Glide Sliding Rail 
Anchor” a safety device that keeps rail workers safe while they repair train tracks on 
bridges. Excitement mounts as Tyler and Team Einsteinsquare off against Brian and Team 
Edison to design and build a motorized Robo Artist in the big Invent-off Challenge. But first, 
the teams compete to build a Mighty Bridge in the mini challenge. The winner gains an 
advantage over the other team in the Invent Off. Whose bridge will go the distance? And 
which Inventor will build the best Robo Artist in the Invent-Off and win the Genius Cup?   

Episode B-117:  Isabella and Riley vs. Connor and Spencer 
Isabella and Riley from Canmore, Alberta present their “Compawst Bin” a rugged 
compost bin designed to keep bears out.  Connor and Spencer from Sudbury, Ontario 
present their new “Biodegradable Plastic”.  They hope their invention will help reduce the 
number of plastic grocery bags in landfill sites. Riley and Isabella lead Team Edison against 
Spencer, Connor and Team Einstein in the Invent-Off Challenge to see who can create the 
best Pet Habitat. But first, each team must compete to build a UFO in the mini challenge. 
The team that builds the UFO that stays in the air the longest wins an advantage for the big 
Invent Off. The Genius Cup is at stake! Which pair of inventors will lead their team to victory 
in the Pet Habitat Invent-Off and take the prize? 
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Episode B-118:  Meagan vs. Daniel 
Daniel from Belle River, Ontario presents his “Magnet Generator”, an environmentally 
friendly invention that uses magnets to charge bicycle lights. Meagan from Windsor, 
Ontario presents her “Solar Oven”.  Meagan’s invention harnesses the power of the sun to 
cook food using no gas or electricity!  Daniel leads Team DaVinci against Meagan who leads 
Team Newton in the big Invent-Off Challenge which requires that they create a solar 
powered Firefly Light. But first, the teams compete to build an egg Space Landing device in 
the mini challenge.  The team that builds the device that best protects an egg wins a reward 
for the Invent-off Challenge.  Whose egg will land intact?  And which team will create the 
best Firefly Light and take the Genius Cup?   

Episode B-119:  Alex vs. Mike 
Alex from Vancouver, British Columbia presents his amazing prosthetic the “Robotic 
Hand”. Mike from North Bay, Ontario presents the “Ice Ace”, a portable Zamboni 
everyone can use! Led by Alex, Team DaVinci squares off against Mike and Team Newton to 
see who can create the best  motorized Dust Bunny in the Invent-off Challenge.  But first, 
the teams build the chairs out of cardboard and cable ties in the Cable Tie Chair mini 
challenge.  The team that builds the chair that can hold the team leader the longest wins an 
advantage for the big Invent Off.  Who will win the mini challenge?  And who will take it all 
in the Dust Bunny Invent-Off and win the Genius Cup?  

Episode B-120:  Jaden and Mackenzie vs. Andrew and Drew 
Mackenzie and Jaden from Saskatoon, Saskatchewan present the  
“ScAir Crow”--an invention that fits over an aircraft engine and prevents bird strikes. 
Andrew and Drew from Collingwood, Ontario present the  
“Sno-Bike”, a kit that replaces the front wheel of a bicycle with a ski so it can be ridden in 
the winter! Mac and Jaden lead Team Wright against Andrew, Drew and team Franklin to 
build the best Fantastic Machine in the Give the Dog a Bone Invent-off Challenge. But first, 
the teams compete build to build the tallest tower in the Soaring Skyscraper mini challenge. 
The winning team gets a reward that could help them clinch it in the Invent-off.  Which pair 
of inventors will lead their team to victory in the Give the Dog a Bone Invent-Off Challenge 
and win the Genius Cup? 

Episode B-121:  Max vs. Elizabeth 
Max from Natick, Massachusetts presents the “Home Dome”, an igloo-shaped portable 
shelter made out of recycled materials. Elizabeth from Keswick, Virginia presents the 
Water Watcher; a gadget that helps conserve water by tracking the amount of water a 
person uses in the shower! Max leads Team Wright against Elizabeth and Team Franklin in 
the big Invent Off to see who can build the best Fantastic Lemonade Stand! But first, the 
teams compete in to build the sturdiest water balloon carriers out of straws and wire in the 
Water Balloon Wiggle Walk.  The winning team gets a reward for the big Invent-off 
Challenge.  Who will win the Fantastic Lemonade Stand Invent-Off and take the Genius 
Cup? 
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Episode B-122:  Matthew vs. Shane 
Matthew from Clovis, New Mexico presents the “Weight Watch Collar”, a pet collar 
designed to help monitor a pet’s food and medicine intake. Shane from Hanna, Alberta 
presents the “Headlight Wiper”, a clever automatic windshield wiper for vehicle 
headlights! Shane leads Team Wright against Matthew and Team Franklin to build the best 
motorized Robo Butler in the Invent-Off Challenge.  But first, the teams compete in a mini 
challenge to build the sturdiest Viking Catapult.  The teams build the catapults and use 
them to launch squishy balls at their team leaders.  The team that catches the most balls 
wins an advantage for the Invent-Off Challenge.   Which inventor will lead their team to 
victory in the Robo Butler Invent-Off and take the Genius Cup? 

Episode B-123:  Mike vs. Katy 
Katy from Kingston, Ontario presents her invention “Wind for Wheels”, an invention for 
hybrid cars that helps charge the car batteries more efficiently.  Mike from Sterling, Ontario 
presents the “Power Walk” a gadget that is worn in the heel of a shoe and charges 
batteries while you walk! The stakes are high for Team Naismith when leader Katy gets sick 
and they are forced to compete in the Water Clock challenge alone against Mike and Team 
Banting! However, Team Naismith could have an advantage heading into the invent-off if 
they manage to build the strongest Tough Tote. Will losing Katy give Mike and Team 
Banting the upper hand? Will Team Naismith pull it together and beat the competition to win 
the Water Clock Invent-off and the Genius Cup? 

Episode B-124:  Christopher vs. Katie 
Christopher from Sarnia, Ontario presents his “Control Innovation” for people in 
wheelchairs designed to control wheelchairs, computers and other objects with a simple 
head movement. Katie from Stratford, Ontario is a hard of hearing high school student who 
invented “Project Wise Word” an on-line lip reading dictionary that helps hard of hearing 
students learn French! Christopher and Team Naismith face off against Katie and Team 
Banting in the Invent Off Challenge to see who can design the coolest Baby Cam! But before 
the big Invent-Off Challenge, the teams compete in the Domino Dash mini challenge testing 
their skills, patience and teamwork! The team that wins the mini challenge wins an 
advantage for the Invent-Off challenge.  Will Team Naismith or Team Banting triumph in the 
Baby Cam Invent-Off?  Who will win the Genius Cup?  

Episode B-125:  Blair vs. Alison 
Blair from Bentonville, Arkansas presents “Locker Lites”, a line of fun and energy efficient 
magnetized lights designed to bring life to dark and dull school lockers. Alison from 
Wingham, Ontario presents “Sure Foot” a paint additive made from old tires that creates a 
slip proof surface when painted on stairs or floors! Blair leads Team Banting against Alison 
and Team Naismith in the Build a Better Cat Toy Invent-off Challenge.  But first, the teams 
compete in the Tower of Power mini-challenge.  The teams must build the highest towers 
they can using only paper and two pieces of tape!  The team that wins gets a reward for the 
big Invent-Off Challenge.   Which team leader will win the Build a Better Cat Toy Invent-Off 
and the Genius Cup? 
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Episode B-126:  Logan vs. Dheevesh 
Logan from South Porcupine, Ontario presents his “Gutter Plow”, a clever gadget that 
makes cleaning gutters a breeze! Dheevesh from Mississauga, Ontario presents the “Bio-
Inspired Photonic Fuel Cell” an invention that makes it possible for hydrogen fuel cells to 
be powered by the sun. Logan leads team Banting against Dheevesh and team Naismith in 
the Dog Ball Launcher Invent-Off Challenge. But first, the teams compete in the Marble 
Craze Mini Challenge.  The teams use materials to create a track that a marble can travel in 
the slowest time possible.  The winner gets a reward for the Invent-Off Challenge.   Will 
Logan or Dheevesh lead their teams to victory in the Dog Ball Launcher Invent-Off? Who will 
win the Genius Cup? 


